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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.2.81.

Highlight of Version 6.2.81

Introducing Scheduled SMS Messaging

More

New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Highlights of this release

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. Workforce Report SRF320 Workflow Approval Time KPI has been created to show the total amount of time a request spends at each step of

the approval process. Each document type will be shown on a different sheet to allow for the different approval processes to be displayed.
[#20339]

Improvements
1. Workforce Report SRF278 Workflow KPI by Camp has been updated to include the following document types:

* Site Travel
* Generic Request
* Roster Booking
* Demobilisation
* Folio Travel

The camp field is only populated if there is a camp available in the request. [#20395]

2. Rosters in SAM and Workflow have been updated with a message to advise if they cannot be run for a period beyond the MaxRosterMonths.
[#20703]

3. Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel has been updated to include the booking cost code number and description in the optional output
fields. [#20879]

4. SAM has been updated to auto reactivate or auto reallocate cleans when the AdvancedCleanEnabled parameter is set to Y. This simplifies the
cleaning management when utilising the advanced cleaning functionality. [#20753]

5. Workforce Report SRF190 Room Status and Ownership has been updated to show all raw data when included. In addition a room owner list
has been included to match the SAM Reports | Accommodation | Rooms | Room Owner List report. [#20722]

6. Workforce Report SRF253 Evacuation Zones has been updated to include the persons mobile number. [#20902]

7. Workforce Report SRF183 Transport Arrivals has been updated to allow optional output fields to be specified. [#21056]

8. Workforce Report SRF231 Flight Manifest Upload Template has been updated to allow optional profile fields to be included. [#21082]

Introducing Scheduled SMS Messaging
Workforce Reporting has been updated with the ability to create schedules for SMS messages.

The first schedule type available is the Accommodation Arrivals type. This allows messages to be sent based on the arrival
date of travelers including the ability to personalise messages by including placeholder fields which are replaced when the
message is sent.

If you wish to use this functionality, please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk to assist with setup.
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9. Workforce Report SRF105 Breathalyser has been updated to optionally allow Employers or Departments to be filtered in the report criteria.
[#21037]

10. The SAM Booking | Group Bookings page has been updated to include the camp code in the Reserved Rooms grid.

11. Workforce Report SRF297 Transport Schedule has been updated to show if the transport has been enabled for automatic extension by the
Night Audit.

12. Workforce Report SRF240 Village Occupancy has been updated to allow Department and Employer totals to be optionally included in the
report. [#20632]

13. The SAM Admin | Transport Types Active page has been updated to include details of the transport extension. The Is Extendable checkbox will
be ticked if the transport is set up to be auto extended by the Night Audit.

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where aggregated bookings may show incorrect details when loading the specific transport item in the Workforce Kiosk Mobile

App.

Please note, this will require an update to the app once released by the App Store/Play Store.

2. Fixed an issue where re-running a roster would not consider rooms already in use by the person as available to be booked for the new roster.

3. Fixed an issue where editing items on Folio OUT/IN requests would show inconsistent details on the popup.

4. Fixed an issue where Bookings | Hot Bedding could show a room as available even though it was occupied on the end date. [#20893]

5. Fixed an issue where the Transport Weekdays page in SAM was not showing the waitlist textbox.

6. Fixed an issue where removing a custom profile field of type drop down would cause an error. [#21232]

7. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to include more than 500 characters in a Workflow Parameter even though it was possible to save more
characters.
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